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Abstract

A second generation scanning soft x-ray microscope is under construction, designed to ut iJi ie the
dramatic Increase In source bigntness available j t the soft *-ny unduiator. The new instrument Is expected
to redjce Image acquisition t1m> by a factor of about 100, and to Improve resolution, stabi l i ty, ana
rtproaucibiMty.

Introduction

In collaboration with our colleagues at IBM, Broothaven, and 'King's College, London, we have developed
a scanning soft x-ray microscope for imaging biological specimens. The microscope uses a Fresnei 2Dne plate
to form a microprobe, the size of which determines the resolution. The specimen is scanned across this
focused spot under computer control, and the fraction of the incident x-rays that are transmitted and
detected are used to form the linage. ^

A f i rs t generation microscope has Seen in operation at the Sending magnet team line 1)15 at the national
Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS), since 1983.'" This instrunent has •demonstrated a resolution approaching
3000 1 (4), the abil i ty to image wet, unstained SiDlogital specimens, and to map the distribution of
calcium in sections of bDne. Limitations on the available coherent flu« from this beam line limit the rats
Df data collection to about an 1»ige per hour. For this reason we are constructing, in collaboration with
the NSLS and the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, a beam line on the soft *»rj* undulatsr XI. Wth ths
Increased brightness of this ne* source, ttie liimitation on imaging *1111 sMft to the data acquisition
system. We tre in the process of constructing a second generation instrument that wi l l collect the data for
a 356 i 256 pixel Image 1n less than one minute. He expect this to be a practical Instrument for biological
Imaging.

The unduiator

The source for the ne» microscope 1s the soft %-rty undulator.' This magnet structure, when inserted
into a straight section of an electron storage ring, forces the electron beam into gentle sinusoidal
oscillations with a period determined by the distance between the alternations of tre Magnetic f i e l d .
Radiation emitted from the device is highly col11 mated, and concentrated into narrow spectral peaks, whoss
wavelength 1s determined by the electron beam energy, the magnet .period and the strength of the nssnetii
f ie ld . A similar structure has already been used for x-ray microscopy in Japan, anfl another one is being
conmissioneij in £ng1and."

Our undulator is being built in two stages, as part of the Phase 13 construction project at the HSli.
The f i rs t stage has ID magnetic periods. It is Installed.on the x-ray ring at ths K5LS, and win be usec
for micoscopy after commissioning during the second half of 19B6. * more powerful 37 period structure wi l l
replace 1t during the f i rst half of 15B7. Soth devices 'have *n 8 cm period and the f i rs t or£er spectra!
peat; is tunable between 17 I and 73 * Jby changing the gap) when the X-ray ring 1s operating at 2.5 Sev.
The b-ightness of these devices (the number of X-ray photons per second, ;per unit source area, solid angle,
and bandwidth) is about three orflers of magnitude larger than that of our bending magnet source, and Is
expected to be the brightest cw source in this wavelength rangs.

The beam lint

To make use of the undulator source for the microscope, a spatially coherent and monochromatic po'ticn
of the seair must be isolated, and transported safely to the enclosure -where ths optics and the soe:i™e" are
located in an atmospheric environment. This is the tas* of the beam line. Much of the ee.ui.pment is t iers
to protect personnel against accidental exposure to radiation, and to prevent the overheating of objects
exposed to the ful l power of the radiation.*0 The principal components ire shown in Figure 1.

* Worn performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy, Under Tontract B£-Ar.02»?5£Ht>D02£.
* * Permanent address: Inst i tute of High Energy Physics, Academia Sinica, Be i j ing , China,
t J . S. GuggenJieis f»l l3w.
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Figure 1 . Beam line Schematic {Plan 'Vie*)

A spatially coherent portion of the Seam is isolated with • pinhole, about 100 nr. in diameter. This
pinhole also serves as the entrance *sl*t" of the spherical grating mDnochromatDr, which wil l produce a
resolving power of at least 3000 at 32 t. A plane mirror upstream of the pinhole can be used to steer the
Beam and to eHmimte higher energy x-rays thereto/ reducing higher order contamination in the output of ttie
nonochromator.

The monochromatsr forms a <demagnified i-mtjt of the pinhole at the exit $11t, located 21 m from the
source, and at the Input-end of «n optical table on which the ukrojrupe Is located. The undjlator output
spectrum can be explored by scanning the grating through Its arguiar range. Because the bandwidth of the
source 1n f irst order Is Just the Inverse of the number of Magnetic periods, the wonochromitor can be used
by I tsel f to change the wavelength by a percent or two without nuch penalty In Intensity. For Ur je r
changes in wavelength the undulator gap must be adjusted as well as the grating, to mtittUt the i H

The microscope

The aonochromat^zed, spatially coherent radiation, (effectively * plane wave} Is incident on i
ion? plate. The f i rst oritr focus of this optical elemnt is the aicroprobe that we use to iMge the
specimen. The zone plate and specimen are located in an enclosure f i l l ed with one atmosphere of helium.
This environment is transparent to x-rays, yet i t is compatible with wet biological specimens. To transport
the beam from the uUrahigh vacuum of the storage ring to this atmospheric region, «e use a thin aluminum
contamination barrier and * silicon nitride window, as described in our previous wort.2 This arrangement
wil l be modifies next year, when a differential pumping system wil l replace the contamination barrier.

Zone plates have been made at IBM under a collaborative arrangement with the Center for X-Ray Optics,
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,11 and at King's College, London.'13 In both instances electron beam
microfaorication is used, and the final lone plates *rt supported on thi'i silicon nitride windows. In tests
carried out so far, on the order of 5i of the radiation incident on the zone piits is focused, .a value thai
is within a factor of 2 of the theoretical maximum for these devices. Much of the rest of the radiation 1s
absorbed in the zone plate, but the amount of unfocused radiation that is transmitted s t i l l outweighs the
amount focused by a large factor. To eliminate these unwanted photons, the zone plates are fabricated with
a central stop. A coHiiMtor is interposed between the zone plate and the focus, which is now within the
clean shadow cast by the central stop and the cDllimator.

The specimen is nounted on a stage that performs the raster scan under computer control, ft sair of
piezoelectric elements generate the displacement, while a specially designed laser interferometer," shewn
in Figure 2, monitors the position. To be able to wake use of the greatly improved intensity in the
nicroprobe, we must be able to scan and collect data more rapidly than we have done so far. The new
microscope wil l feature a more powerful computer, a ".icroVA* I I with satel l i te POP 11/73, and better stage
control, including a large bandwidth high voltage operational amplifier to run the piezoelectric
transducers. This apparatus is designed to collect the data at a rale in encess of 100D pixels per second,
or a 256 x 256 picture in a minute or less. The laser •'flterferometer is designed not only ts fceep up wit+t
this speed, but also to improve the accuracy and reproduiibility of the stage motion.



Discussion

This Conference finds the new astroscope 1n transition from design to operation. Trie unduiatDr tias
been inst i l led, and <s being characterized. The Seam J-ine Is coirplete, and the (nonochromator it
aligned. The scanning stage is under construction, and ttse software to drive i t is in progress.
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Figure 2. Two-dimensional laser interferometer loptica! schematic")

This undertaking has benefited from tfie deflictted pirtitip»t1on of 4 Urgt number ef people.
Essential contributions to the conception of the unduUtor were Made S> Jerrj. KasHngs, Maiiolm Howl I s , *nd
Sam Krinsky. TJie ideas would not flave been turned tnto reaHt / wittiout M» outit jndinj triojjieerinj pro*iiaea
Sy Hank Hsieh, Tom Oversiuizen, Cayman Ho-ti:»»1, tnd Martin Hoodie. John Saisydi wsrlted tirelessly to
Insure the adequacy of the magnetic properties of the real device. W»e numoer of additional NSLS ( t * f f
members who have contributed is too large to l ist individually. He *re grateful to all of them. One of us
(D.S.) Is particularly gratefu? to H 1 1 1 1 M TJionllnson for 1)1$ support and hospitality.

The NSLS is supported 6y the Department of Energy,
the National Science Foundation.

The Stony Brook efforts *re supported In part by
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Covernment. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rifhls. Reference herein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply tU endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United Stales Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United Slates Government or any agency thereof,


